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Zeptacoin will be used to trade music and other IP-rights
on Zeptagram’s music trading platform and NFT platform.
As the use of the platforms increases, the demand for
Zeptacoins will increase. Zeptacoin will be a leading
currency for music and IP rights trading.

Introduction

streamed on Spotify and Youtube or used in
movies. Investing in music rights is as easy
as investing in stocks thanks to Zeptagram.

Zeptagram is a blockchain based trading
platform where intellectual property owners can tokenize their assets as NFTs and
dNFTs.

The blockchain-based platform enables
secure and easy tracking of the music rights
and distribution of the royalty income to
the owners of music rights listed on the
platform. The platform is available as both
a web platform and a mobile platform for
Android and iOS. Zeptacoin will be the main
currency on the trading platform.

Zeptagram’s goal is to become a leading
trading exchange for music and IP-rights.
Early investors are offered the opportunity
to invest in the platform currency Zeptacoin in a limited edition at an attractive
price.
Zeptagram makes it possible for the artists
to finance their creation and list their music
rights. Music fans and investors can invest
in music rights and get a return when the
music is played in e.g., radio, television,

The listing of Zeptacoin on cryptocurrency
exchange is planned for November 2021 at
the latest.

Zeptagrams vision
Zeptagram is a public company with the
• Leading exchange for music rights

goal of being listed on the stock exchange

• Make music rights an established
asset class

in 2022, but no later than in 2023. The
listing will give Zeptagram further access to

• 20,000,000 users

expansion capital and enable rapid growth.

• Establish trade in other IP-rights
• Zeptacoin will be a leading currency
for trading in music and IP-rights
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Pre-sale
Zeptacoin is offered in a limited edition to
a smaller investor circle before ICO (Initial
Coin Offering). Proceeds from Zeptacoin’s
pre-sale will be used to launch a more
comprehensive ICO campaign.

ICO begins in August and will be thefinal
sales round ahead of the listing of Zeptacoin.
Following the completion of the ICO,
Zeptacoin will be listed on a cryptocurrency
exchange.

The price per Zeptacoin in pre-sale
amounts to 0.15 USD.

Leading trading exchange for
music and IP-rights
the stock market with the width of return opportunities. It is possible to build up portfolios
with widely differing returns. Royalty payments mean that music investments provide
returns both through possible value increases
and ongoing dividends. Zeptagram’s platform
pays out the dividends in Zeptacoins.

The Zeptagram platform gives the individual
investors access to investments in music. A
market that has previously been exclusive to
professional investors and closed networks.
This large market is now open to the public
thanks to Zeptagram.
The platform provides the opportunity for investors and fans to invest in and trade in music
rights just as with other popular assets such as
stocks and cryptocurrencies.

Music rights investors will be able to invest in
new music that can provide a high return when
it breaks through or in music that has made
an impact and provides stable royalty income.
Music rights are s uitable both for investors
who want a potential for a high return and

The music market is very broad and offers
many r eturn opportunities. It is reminiscent of
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investors who want a stable r eturn. Music
rights are one of the few alternative assets that
can pay out ongoing and relatively predictable
dividends. Thus, music rights can also be valued according to traditional valuation models.
This creates conditions for portfolio managers
and institutions to allocate bigger parts of their
assets under management to music rights in
the future.

The apps’ user interface is simple, fast-navigating and intuitive. Users can easily find music
rights for sale in the app as well as invest in
those rights.
Investors using Zeptacoin on the trading
platform will be rewarded with lower fees.
Royalties will also be paid out in Zeptacoins.
When royalties are paid from the Performing
Rights Organizations to Zeptagram, Zeptagram will distribute the funds quarterly in
Zeptacoins to wallets containing music tokens
that have created that value.

Music listening is showing a steady growth
and is not cyclically sensitive. Music rights are
thereby a good asset for risk diversification in
broad investment portfolios. Established directories with ongoing royalty payments have
historically yielded high returns.
Zeptagram’s platform is built with a high
security standard and meets customer
knowledge requirements (KYC and AML).

NFT platform launched
Zeptagram has just completed an

currencies on the platform.

NFT-platform that allows users to

The NFT-platform will be separa-

create NFTs and trade them on the

ted from the music trading exchan-

platform. The platform enables artists

ge. It will be able to be used by e.g.,

to create digital works of art and sell

visual artists, sports teams but also

them to the public. In the future, users

the music industry as part of their

on the NFT-platform will be able to

merchandise business.

use Zeptacoin as one of the trading
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Timing
The past year’s increased interest in NFTs
has led artists around the world to pay
attention to market demand for music
rights and other works of art. In the wake
of Covid-19, artists have also realized the
need for new revenue streams.
The platform will be able to be a tool for
the music industry and the sports world to
create more digital merchandise and thus
more sources of revenue.

Energy and cost
efficient blockchain
Zeptagram’s platform is built on the Telos’ blockchain, which in
turn is built on EOSIO technology. EOSIO is one of the fastest
blockchain software on the market and extremely energy efficient, which means that Telos blockchain uses a fraction of
the energy compared to the most well-known blockchains.
Transactions on the Telos blockchain are also several times faster
than on the largest blockchains and are free of charge.
Telos can be called a green blockchain.

About Zeptagram
coming months, the company will present
marketing campaigns together with artists.
An entirely new asset class will emerge
thanks to Zeptagram.
The company fulfills the basic conditions
for an IPO and will begin the IPO process
in 2022. With the company’s public status, approx. 400 shareholders and a large
interest from the capital market, there are
good conditions for financing continued
growth and technological development.

Zeptagram is a public Swedish fintech
company that will be listed on the stock
exchange by 2023 at the latest. The company aims to reach 20,000,000 users
on its trading platform for music rights.
Zeptacoin will be the platform currency.
The company has a team with extensive
experience from the music industry.
A market launch of the company’s music
platform is currently underway. In the
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Marketing strategy
The Zeptagram platform will be marketed
together with artists to e.g., their fans on
social media. Thanks to the fact that many
artists have a large reach on social media, many potential users can be reached
quickly. We aim to take the lead in a so far
unexplored market within NFTs in Sweden
and in the future maintain a leading role.

The product is PR-friendly because music
engages many people. dNFTs listed on the
platform will be rewritten in the media.
Users will be asked to disseminate information to their contacts, e.g., to help artists
achieve their goals and improve the conditions for their own investments.

Roadmap
2017

Prototype built on
Bitcoin blockchain

2018-19

Financing VGR and
GU Ventures

2018

Alphaversion built on
Ethereum blockchain

2020

Beta version live

Q3 2021
Market launch music trading
platform
Market launch NFT platform
ICO Zeptacoin

Q1 2021
Pre-IPO Zeptagram
Q2 2021
NFT platform live
Pre-sale Zeptacoin

2019

Beta version developed
on Telos blockchain
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Q2-Q4 2022
Establishment in Japan
Market expansion
IPO
Listing of the company
Zeptagram

Q4 2021
Cross-Chain NFT bridges
Establishment in the USA
Q1 2022
New tools and functions on platforms

Token utility and revenue flow
NFT
Creator

Classic NFTs

dNFTs

Primary
Marketplace
Marketplaces

Collection Fees

Marketplace Fees

Buyers

Sellers

Tokenomics
Total Supply – 50,000,000 (50 Million Zeptacoins)
Seed Round – 10% (5,000,000)

Reserve

Strategic Round – 2% (1,000,000)
Private Round – 6% (3,000,000)
Public Round – 0,8% (400,000)

Seed Round
Strategic Round

Platform Usage
Rewards Pool

Private Round
Public Round

Team & Advisors – 18,4% (9,200,000)
Partners – 5% (2,500,000)
Community Development Fund – 5%
(2,500,000)

Team & Advisors

Liquidity Development – 30%
(15,000,000)
Platform Usage Rewards Pool
(staking) – 15% (7,500,000)

Liquidity Development

Partners
Community
Development Fund

Reserve – 7,8% (3,900,000)
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Strategic Round (on T-Starter)
– Whitelisted [Partnerships]

Key Metrics
Ticker:
Supported Networks:

ZPTC 

Target:

Telos, Ethereum, BSC 

Total supply:

Price:

50,000,000

Project Valuation:

$3,150,000

Total Raise (All Rounds):

$2,150,000  

Private Round (T-Starter)
– Whitelisted [Investors]
Target:

3,000,000

Initial Token Release:

300,000

Lock-up: 10% Initial Release and 15% every quarter

5,000,000

Initial Token Release:

$0.35

Tokens Allocated:

$0.15

Tokens Allocated:

$1,050,000

Price:

$750,000

Price:

100,000

Lock-up: 10% Initial Release and 10% every quarter

Seed Round (on T-Starter)
- Whitelisted
Target:

1,000,000

Initial Token Release:

6,300,000

Initial Market Cap:

$0.15

Tokens Allocated:

$25,000,000

Initial Token Circulation:

$150,000

500,000

Public Round (ETH & BSC)

Lock-up: 10% Initial Release and 10% every quarter

Target:

$200,000

Price:
Tokens Allocated:
Lock-up:

$0.50
400,000
100% unlocked

Questions and answers
How to buy Zeptacoin in pre-sale?

What can Zeptacoin be
used for?

1) Create a Telos Blockchain Account by going to
wallet.telos.net or using app.zeptagram.com or the
Zeptagram mobile apps.

With Zeptacoin, you will be able to trade music
rights and NFTs on Zeptagram’s trading platforms.

2) Once you have created a wallet, you can log in
to the T-starter page and follow the instructions to
buy Zeptacoins.

How to sell Zeptacoin?
When Zeptacoin is listed on a cryptocurrency
exchange, you will be able to sell Zeptacoin.

3) After the purchase, Zeptacoins will be visible in
the wallet.

When will the listing
of Zeptacoin take place?

Where to store Zeptacoin?

The listing of Zeptacoin is scheduled for Q4 2021.

Zeptacoins can be stored in Telos wallet or
sent to Zepta wallet.

Why is there a lock-up?

What happens if you forget the code
for your wallet?

It is a standard procedure in the crypto market
when offering a pre-sale before an ICO at a much
lower price.

If you use Zeptagram wallet, Zeptagram can reset
your password. If Zeptacoins is in another wallet,
you need to remember your password so that Zeptacoins are not lost.
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